
TRIUMPH SHEETS
N E W S L E T T E R

What a great turnout for Triumph Sheets' 2nd annual Fantasy
Football Tournament! We want to thank everyone who came
and those who are participating good luck with your lineup.

Dilly Dilly House Cat is looking for another big win. 



SPLICING 
CHALLENGE

Gold Stars will be awarded to operators who have gone the entire
month without missing a splice. 

Blue Stars will be awarded to operators who didn't fail a single CTQ
audit quarterly within that quarter. 

Once an operator completes either achievement, they will be given a
custom jersey with tier name embroidered on the back  

GROUND 
RULES....

Have you heard about our new splicing challenge for our
wetend operators? We want to recognize our talent here at
Triumph when an achievement is met based on the ground
rules set by the (team) operators will get a jersey with
bragging rights for being proficant in splicing.  

Briton Helton rocking the new splicing jersey.
One of the few employees who have achieved
the goals above.  

Looking forward to seeing more of these
around the plant. As we all know Triumph
Sheets employees love a good challenge!  



“The safety training we
do here at Triumph is

above all first and
foremost. We stay on top
of all safety issues by our

safety team being
involved in all aspects of
the plant. Everyone here
all wants to go home to
their families after every
shift so doing our safety

training modules monthly
and our safety meetings
is our utmost priority.”

David White - Shipping

Each month we provide computer-based training to our employees from new
hires to leadership. We want to ensure safety is part of our routine. Keeping
the team updated with new safety guidelines each month is how we stay
proactive along with inspections, evaluations, and management tools to put in
work orders to get action items fixed.  

Machine guarding continues to be an OSHA top Ten Violation as
of 2022. Many companies struggle with ensuring employees are
properly trained and keeping guarding on the machines. We have
provided a proactive fix for both issues here at Triumph / TVC.
We have annual machine guarding audits and annual training to
comply with OSHA’s strict standards. We go above the rest to
ensure a safe work environment is provided.
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Details to

come!! Look for
sign up in

breakroom. 
October 2023

SEE YOU THERE!


